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A Stable, High Order Accurate and Efficient Hybrid
Method for Flow Calculations in Complex Geometries

Oskar Ålund and Jan Nordström
Department of Mathematics, Computational Mathematics, Linköping University

SE-581 83, Linköping, Sweden

The suitability of a discretization method is highly dependent on the shape of the do-
main. Finite difference schemes are typically efficient, but struggle with complex geometry,
while finite element methods are expensive but well suited for complex geometries. In this
paper we propose a provably stable hybrid method for a 2D advection–diffusion problem,
using a class of inner product compatible projection operators to couple the non-conforming
grids that arise due to varying the discretization method throughout the domain.

I. Introduction

The hybrid methods envisioned in this paper work by subdividing the spatial domain and applying
different methods of discretizations on different subdomains. Earlier investigations of such methods can be
found in.1–4

It is often too restrictive to require that grid nodes should be collocated at subdomain interfaces. A
discretization that uses grids whose nodes are not collocated at the subdomain interfaces is called non-
conforming (see for example Figure 1). Recent developments in the study of discretizations on non-
conforming grids have made hybrid methods an increasingly popular research area. The groundwork for
constructing stable schemes on non-conforming grids was laid in5 using so called summation-by-parts pre-
serving interpolation, essentially allowing the scheme to pass information between non-conforming grids in
such a way that numerical integral quantities are preserved. This type of preservation is central for sta-
bility proofs using numerical differential operators which satisfy the summation-by-parts (SBP) property.6
A similar but slightly more general technique was proposed in7 with the introduction of an intermediary
glue grid. The glue grid acts as a form of communication hub for the non-conforming grids. Instead of
passing information directly between subdomain grids, solutions on a non-conforming interface are mapped
to the glue grid. This is done in an inner product compatible manner, just like in,5 and carries with it the
same benefits in terms of provable stability. The glue grid serves a simplifying purpose both in terms of
implementation and scheme design by encapsulating the coupling procedure. This leads to high reusability
and greater generality. For example, the code supplied with7 was used to construct the projection operators
for our proposed scheme with no modification, even though our model problem is different.

In this paper we employ the glue grid technique on non-conforming discretizations of a 2D advection–
diffusion problem, using SBP operators and simultaneous approximation terms (SATs).6

II. SBP operators and inner product spaces

Let Ω = [−1, 1]× [0, 1] and consider the subsets ΩL = [−1, 0]× [0, 1] and ΩR = [0, 1]× [0, 1]. We discretize
the domain Ω by using equidistant but non-conforming grids on ΩL and ΩR. More precisely we define the grid
points xLi = −1 + i/Nx, i = 0, 1, . . . , Nx and yLj = j/Ny, j = 0, 1, . . . , Ny associated to ΩL, and xRi = i/Mx,
i = 0, 1, . . . ,Mx and yRj = j/My, j = 0, 1, . . . ,My associated to ΩR. To the left subdomain ΩL we associate
SBP operators Dx, Dy in the x- and y-directions together with corresponding diagonal norms Px and Py.
The Kronecker product P = Px ⊗ Py defines an inner product on the space R(Nx+1)(Ny+1) approximating
the standard inner product in L2(ΩL). This means that if u, v ∈ L2(ΩL), and u,v are vectors formed by
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Figure 1. A non-conforming discretization of a rectangular domain Ω.

evaluating u and v at the grid points, then

〈u,v〉P = u>Pv ≈ 〈u, v〉L2 =

¨
ΩL

uvdxdy .

Furthermore, 2D SBP operators associated to the inner product P can be constructed by forming the
Kronecker products Dx⊗Iy and Ix⊗Dy, where Ix and Iy are identity matrices of size Nx and Ny respectively.
The SBP property is inherited in the sense that

〈u,Dxv〉P = 〈u,v〉Pe − 〈u,v〉Pw − 〈Dxu,v〉P (1)
〈u,Dyv〉P = 〈u,v〉Pn − 〈u,v〉Ps − 〈Dyu,v〉P (2)

where Pe,Pw,Pn,Ps are inner products on the boundaries defined as

Pe = ENx
⊗ Py, Pw = E0 ⊗ Py, Pn = Px ⊗ ENy

, Ps = Px ⊗ E0 .

Here Ei denotes a matrix with a single 1 at position (i, i) and zeros elsewhere.
Similarly, to the right subdomain ΩR we associate SBP operators Dx, Dy in the x- and y-directions

together with corresponding diagonal norms Hx and Hy. Note that while we reuse the notation Dx and Dy

it will be clear from the context which operator is being used. Corresponding 2D SBP operators Dx,Dy,
and inner products H,He,Hw,Hs,Hn are defined analogously.

Finally we define the discrete gradient and Laplacian,

∇u = (Dxu,Dyu), ∆u = D2
xu + D2

yu .

III. Projection operators

Let I = ΩL ∩ ΩR be the interface at which the left and right subdomains meet (see Figure 1). Consider
the combined interface grid, called the glue grid ,7 formed by ordering the union Ih = {yLj }∪{yRj } of the left
and right interface grid points. Let Gh ⊂ L2(I) be the space of piecewise polynomials of order qi − 1 on the
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subintervals defined by the grid points in Ih, where qi is the interior order of the SBP operators. We denote
by ‖ · ‖ and 〈·, ·〉 the standard norm and inner product in L2(I), i.e. for u, v ∈ L2(I),

〈u, v〉 :=

ˆ
I
uvdy and ‖u‖ :=

√ˆ
I
u2dy .

Given a basis {ψi}Ki=1 in Gh (such a basis can be constructed for example by shifting Legendre polynomials
as shown in7), the matrix M = (

´
I ψiψjdy)ij defines an inner product on RK . If u = (u1, u2, ..., uK) and

v = (v1, v2, ..., vK) are vectors of weights corresponding to some functions u =
∑
uiψi and v =

∑
viψi in

Gh, then 〈u,v〉M = 〈u, v〉. Hence we will from now on think of Gh as the space RK equipped with the inner
product M, and elements of Gh will always be denoted in boldface and with an overbar.

Let PI = Pe and HI = Hw be the inner products on the interface from the left and right grid respectively.
The projection operators7

Fl2g : R(Nx+1)(Ny+1) → Gh
Fr2g : R(Mx+1)(My+1) → Gh

Fg2l : Gh → R(Nx+1)(Ny+1)

Fg2r : Gh → R(Mx+1)(My+1)

are such that if u ∈ R(Nx+1)(Ny+1), v ∈ R(Mx+1)(My+1), and u,v ∈ Gh, then

〈u,Fg2lv〉PI = 〈Fl2gu,v〉M (3)
〈v,Fg2ru〉HI = 〈Fr2gv,u〉M . (4)

The properties (3) and (4) are known as Pe- and Hw-compatibility and allow us to transfer grid represen-
tations of functions to piecewise polynomial representations in a pseudo inner product preserving manner.
This is crucial for interface penalty formulations and stability analyses on nonconforming grids as it will
allow us to penalize differences in the piecewise polynomial representations of the solutions, and to a large
extent rely on stability results from the conforming case.

The identification of Gh and RK is important for the construction of the projection operators since the
properties above can then be formulated as the matrix equalities PeFg2l = F>l2gM and HwFg2r = F>r2gM

(operators satisfying this kind of equality, initially in5 under the term SBP preserving, is vital even without
the concept of a glue grid). These equations merely ensure inner product compatibility however, and have
an infinite number of solutions. To ensure that the operators can be used to formulate consistent schemes,
accuracy constraints are applied. For example, the operators Fg2l and Fg2r must map polynomials of order
up to qi − 1 to their exact point values in the interior of the left and right interface grids. All the accuracy
constraints, and the construction of the operators are given in.7

IV. Advection–Diffusion

Let a = (a, b) ∈ R2, T > 0 and consider the following coupled advection–diffusion problem:

ut + a · ∇u = ε∆u, for (x, y) ∈ ΩL, 0 < t < T ,

u
∣∣
t=0

= f, in ΩL ,

−a · nu+ ε∇u · n = g, on ∂Ωin ,

ε∇u · n = h, on ∂Ωout ,

vt + a · ∇v = ε∆v, for (x, y) ∈ ΩR, 0 < t < T ,

v
∣∣
t=0

= f, in ΩR ,

−a · nv + ε∇v · n = g, on ∂Ωin ,

ε∇v · n = h, on ∂Ωout ,

u = v, on I ,
∂u

∂n
=
∂v

∂n
, on I ,

(5)
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where n is the outward pointing unit normal, ∂Ωin = ∂Ω ∩ {a · n < 0}, and ∂Ωout = ∂Ω ∩ {a · n ≥ 0}.
The problem (5) is discretized using SBP operators on the nonconforming grids. To impose the interface

conditions we use Simultaneous Approximation Terms6 (SATs) together with the projection operators. For
brevity we assume that the initial and external boundary conditions are implemented in a stable manner
and in the following energy analysis we omit terms pertaining to the initial state and external boundaries.

Borrowing notation from,7 the semi-discrete scheme is formulated as

ut + a · ∇u− ε∆u = σI
LP−1PeFg2l(u− v) (6a)

+ σV
L εP

−1PeFg2l(Dxu−Dxv) (6b)

+ cILP−1Pe(Fg2lu− u) (6c)

+ cVLP−1Pe(Fg2lDxu−Dxu) (6d)

vt + a · ∇v − ε∆v = σI
RH−1HwFg2r(v − u) (7a)

+ σV
R εH

−1HwFg2r(Dxv −Dxu) (7b)

+ cIRH−1Hw(Fg2rv − v) (7c)

+ cVRH−1Hw(Fg2rDxv −Dxv) , (7d)

where overbars indicate that a projection operator has been applied and transferred the grid function to its
piecewise polynomial representation (e.g. u = Fl2gu). The penalty terms (6a), (6b), (7a), (7b) are noncon-
forming 2D generalizations of the penalty terms developed in,8 while (6c), (6d), (7c), (7d) are correction
terms similar to those used in.7 In the stability analysis, the correction penalties will essentially replace
interface terms originating from the left-hand side by their corresponding glue grid quantities.

The stability analysis of this scheme can be reduced to the conforming case by using properties (3) and
(4). Indeed, by transferring interface terms to the common space Gh, the final energy estimate is identical
in form to that of the conforming case – the only difference being that all inner products are taken with
respect to the piecewise polynomial representations of the solutions.

Proposition 1. There exists a positive number ξ such that the scheme (6)–(7) is stable if

σI
R = σI

L − a, σV
R = σV

L + 1, σI
L ≤

a

2
− ε (σV

L )2 + (σV
R )2

4ξ
, (8)

cIL = −a/2, cVL = ε, cIR = a/2, cVR = −ε . (9)

Proof. We multiply equation (6) by 2u>P and equation (7) by 2v>H and list the results line by line. For
equation (6), using properties (1), (2), (3), (4), the left-hand side becomes (omitting external boundary
terms)

∂

∂t
‖u‖2P + a‖u‖2Pe

− 2ε〈u,Dxu〉Pe + 2ε(‖Dxu‖2P + ‖Dyu‖2P) . (10)

The terms a‖u‖2Pe
and −2ε〈u,Dxu〉Pe

must be replaced by their corresponding glue grid quantities. To this
end we choose cIL = −a/2 and cVL = ε.

Let ‖ · ‖ = ‖ · ‖M and 〈·, ·〉 = 〈·, ·〉M. The penalties on the right-hand side become

2σI
L〈u,Fg2lu〉Pe

− 2σI
L〈u,Fg2lv〉Pe

= 2σI
L‖u‖2 − 2σI

L〈u,v〉 (11)

2σV
L ε〈u,Fg2lDxu〉Pe

− 2σV
L ε〈u,Fg2lDxv〉Pe

= 2σV
L ε〈u,Dxu〉 − 2σV

L ε〈u,Dxv〉 (12)

−a〈u,Fg2lu〉Pe
+ a‖u‖2Pe

= −a‖u‖2 + a‖u‖2Pe
(13)

2ε〈u,Fg2lDxu〉Pe
− 2ε〈u,Dxu〉Pe

= 2ε〈u,Dxu〉 − 2ε〈u,Dxu〉Pe
. (14)

Here equation (11) and (12) transfers the inner products to Gh, and equation (13) and (14) will replace the
quantities a‖u‖2Pe

and 2ε〈u,Dxu〉Pe
(appearing in the left-hand side expression (10)) with their correspond-

ing quantities in Gh.
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Similarly, for equation (7), the left-hand side becomes (omitting external boundary terms)

∂

∂t
‖v‖2H − a‖v‖2Hw

+ 2ε〈v,Dxv〉Hw
+ 2ε(‖Dxv‖2H + ‖Dyv‖2H) .

Again, to replace the terms −a‖v‖2Hw
and 2ε〈v,Dxv〉Hw

with their corresponding glue grid quantities, we
choose cIR = a/2 and cVR = −ε.

The penalties on the right-hand side become

2σI
R〈v,Fg2rv〉Hw

− 2σI
R〈v,Fg2ru〉Hw

= 2σI
R‖v‖2 − 2σI

R〈v,u〉
2σV

R ε〈v,Fg2rDxv〉Hw − 2σV
R ε〈v,Fg2rDxu〉Hw = 2σV

R ε〈v,Dxv〉 − 2σV
R ε〈v,Dxu〉

a〈v,Fg2rv〉Hw
− a‖v‖2Hw

= a‖v‖2 − a‖v‖2Hw

−2ε〈v,Fg2lDxv〉Hw + 2ε〈v,Dxv〉Hw = −2ε〈v,Dxv〉+ 2ε〈v,Dxv〉Hw .

It follows that the rate of change ∂
∂t (‖u‖

2
P + ‖v‖2H) in the energy of the solution satisfies

∂

∂t
(‖u‖2P + ‖v‖2H) = (2σI

L − a)‖u‖2 + (2σI
R + a)‖v‖2

+ 2ε(σV
L + 1)〈u,Dxu〉+ 2ε(σV

R − 1)〈v,Dxv〉
− 2(σI

L + σI
R)〈u,v〉 − 2σV

L ε〈u,Dxv〉 − 2σV
R ε〈v,Dxu〉

− 2ε(‖Dxu‖2P + ‖Dyu‖2P + ‖Dxv‖2H + ‖Dyv‖2H) .

(15)

The right-hand side of (15) now consists of glue grid integral quantities, except for the bottom row.
However, we can find a bound for the bottom row in terms of glue grid integral quantities. It can be shown
that there exists a positive number α depending on the grid resolutions such that α‖Dxu‖2Pe

≤ ‖Dxu‖2P
and α‖Dxv‖2Hw

≤ ‖Dxv‖2H. Furthermore, using properties (3) and (4), we have

‖Dxu‖2 = 〈Dxu,Dxu〉
= 〈Dxu,Fg2lDxu〉Pe

= 〈Dxu,Fg2lFl2gDxu〉Pe

≤ ‖Fg2lFl2g‖‖Dxu‖2Pe
.

Hence there is a positive number ξ depending on the grid resolutions and the Kozdon–Wilcox operators,
such that ξ‖Dxu‖2 ≤ ‖Dxu‖2P and ξ‖Dxv‖2 ≤ ‖Dxv‖2H. Using these inequalities together with equation
(15) gives the estimate

∂

∂t
(‖u‖2P + ‖v‖2H) ≤ (2σI

L − a)‖u‖2 + (2σI
R + a)‖v‖2

+ 2ε(σV
L + 1)〈u,Dxu〉+ 2ε(σV

R − 1)〈v,Dxv〉
− 2(σI

L + σI
R)〈u,v〉 − 2σV

L ε〈u,Dxv〉 − 2σV
R ε〈v,Dxu〉

− 2εξ‖Dxu‖2 − 2εξ‖Dxv‖2

= w>B ⊗Mw ,

(16)

where
w> = (u> v> Dxu> Dxv>) ,

and

B =


(−a+ 2σI

L) −(σI
L + σI

R) ε(σV
L + 1) −σV

L ε

−(σI
L + σI

R) 2σI
R + a −σV

R ε ε(σV
R − 1)

ε(σV
L + 1) −σV

R ε −2εξ 0

−σV
L ε ε(σV

R − 1) 0 −2εξ

 .
The matrix B is shown in8 to be negative semi-definite if (8) holds.
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V. Initial numerical results

We test our scheme with the parameters a = 1, b = 0.5, ε = 0.01, by pulling data from the manufactured
solution cos(x+y+t). The left and right subdomains are discretized into non-conforming grids like the one in
Figure 1. Solutions and L2-errors in space are computed at time T = 1. The first discretization uses a 16×16-
grid in the left subdomain and an 8× 8-grid in the right subdomain. Thereafter the subdomain resolutions
are increased and a convergence rate is computed as (log(ecoarse)− log(efine))/(log(hcoarse)− log(hfine)). Here
ecoarse =

√
‖u− uexact‖2P + ‖v − vexact‖2H (u and v are the approximate solutions on the left and right

subdomains, and uexact and vexact are the exact solution evaluated at the grid nodes) is the error on the
coarser discretization, while hcoarse is the grid spacing. efine and hfine is the error and grid spacing on the
finer discretization, defined analogously. Note that the spacings hcoarse and hfine can be taken on either the
left or the right subdomain (as long as we are consistent), since the ratio between them is the same in either
case. The results for various order SBP operators are listed in the Table 1.

Table 1. L2 errors at time T = 1 and convergence rates for different SBP operators. The format SBP(2p, p)
means that the operator is of order 2p for interior nodes and p for boundary nodes. The res column displays
the resolution in the format N / M , meaning the left subdomain uses an N ×N-grid and the right subdomain
uses an M ×M-grid.

SBP(2, 1) SBP(4, 2)

res error rate
16 / 8 6.72e-03
32 / 16 1.43e-03 2.13
64 / 32 3.30e-04 2.07
128 / 64 8.13e-05 2.00

res error rate
16 / 8 4.47e-03
32 / 16 4.69e-04 3.10
64 / 32 5.31e-05 3.07
128 / 64 6.17e-06 3.07

SBP(6, 3) SBP(8, 4)

res error rate
32 / 16 2.96e-05
64 / 32 1.43e-06 4.27
96 / 48 2.61e-07 4.14
128 / 64 7.92e-08 4.11

res error rate
32 / 16 5.53e-02
64 / 32 1.55e-07 18
96 / 48 1.82e-08 5.21
128 / 64 3.99e-09 5.22

VI. Curvilinear grids

Figure 2. A smooth transformation from curvilinear to square grid.

To be able to handle non-rectangular domains Ω it is convenient to define SBP operators acting on
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curvilinear grids. This way it is possible to formulate discrete schemes directly on curved domains with the
same simplicity as in the rectangular case. That is, the common procedure of transforming curved domains
to rectangular domains is an effort that need only be considered once in order to construct appropriate
SBP operators. Once these operators have been constructed, there is no need for coordinate transforms in
the involved equations, and the stability analysis will perfectly mimic the continuous energy method in the
untransformed space.

Consider the curved domain Ω along with its curvilinear grid Ωh shown in Figure 2 and let Γ = ∂Ω. The
construction of curvilinear SBP operators is essentially done by combining standard SBP operators with the
coordinate transform Jacobian. This results in a quadrature matrix PΩ, a boundary quadrature matrix PΓ,
and numerical partial differential operators Dx and Dy which satisfy a numerical analogue of integration by
parts. In a future paper we will develop difference operators that satisfy

〈u,Dxv〉PΩ
= 〈u,Nxv〉PΓ

− 〈Dxu,v〉PΩ
(17)

〈u,Dyv〉PΩ
= 〈u,Nyv〉PΓ

− 〈Dyu,v〉PΩ
. (18)

Here Nx and Ny are outward pointing boundary normals. The relations (17) and (18) mimic the familiar,
continuous integration by parts formulas

〈u, vx〉 = 〈u, nxv〉L2(Γ) − 〈ux, v〉L2(Ω) and 〈u, vy〉 = 〈u, nyv〉L2(Γ) − 〈uy, v〉L2(Ω) .

Using these operators, together with curvilinear versions of the projection operators discussed above, it
is straightforward to formulate stable schemes also on curved non-conforming grids.

Consider problem (5) posed on the domain in Figure 3. Our discretization has essentially the same form
as in the rectangular case, except with a matrix penalty coefficient in the inviscid coupling due to the varying
interface normals.

Figure 3. Two curvilinear, non-conforming grids.

Let ∂u
∂n = NxDxu+NyDyu, ∂v

∂n = NxDxv+NyDyv. Our scheme is then (omitting boundary penalties)

ut + a · ∇u− ε∆u = P−1PIFg2lΣ
I
L(u− v) (19a)

+ σV
L εP

−1PIFg2l

(
∂u

∂n
− ∂v

∂n

)
(19b)

+ cILP−1PI(Fg2l(a ·N)u− (a ·N)u) (19c)

+ cVLP−1PI

(
Fg2l

∂u

∂n
− ∂u

∂n

)
(19d)
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vt + a · ∇v − ε∆v = H−1HIFg2rΣ
I
R(v − u) (20a)

+ σV
R εH

−1HIFg2r

(
∂v

∂n
− ∂u

∂n

)
(20b)

+ cIRH−1HI(Fg2r(a ·N)v − (a ·N)v) (20c)

+ cVRH−1HI

(
Fg2r

∂v

∂n
− ∂v

∂n

)
. (20d)

Here a ·N = Fl2g(a ·N)Fg2l is the normal velocity transferred to the glue grid.
The full details of the curvilinear case will be supplied in a future paper.
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